Abstract. Emerging social networking services provide a new paradigm for human–to–human communication. However, these services are centralized and managed by single service provider. In this paper, we propose MicroPost, a decentralized event notification service architecture for social applications based on publish/subscribe model. In our design space, event brokers are structured as an overlay network which provides the substrate of distributed peer–to–peer lookup service for storing and retrieving subscriptions with hashed keys. Event clients interact with event brokers to publish or subscribe social messages over the wide–area network. Using XML standards, we present an efficient algorithm to forward events for rendezvous–based matching in this paper. In our design space, the cost of routing is $O(\omega \log N)$, where $N$ is the number of event brokers, $\omega$ is the number of meta–data obtained from event messages, and $k$ is a constant, which is selected by our design, to divide the identifier space and to conquer the lookup of given key. Consequently, what we achieved is an asynchronous social messaging service architecture which is decentralized, efficient, scalable, and flexible.
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1. Introduction

Emerging social networking services provide a new paradigm for human–to–human communication. Such a service, so–called microblogging, has become popular as means of disseminating personal information to an implicit group of people, e.g., Twitter, Jaiku, and Pownce[1]. However, these services are centralized and managed by single service provider. It means that the communication is limited and controlled. Hence, it is valuable to have an infrastructure for decentralized social communication,

In this paper, we propose MicroPost, a novel event notification service architecture for distributed social applications based on publish/subscribe model. The main idea of this paper is to exploit the expressiveness of Content–Based Publish/Subscribe[2–5] model to enable human–to–human communication. In addition, we aim to design a decentralized, efficient, scalable, and flexible architecture for social messaging service. Distributed Hash Table(DHT)[6,7] is our choice of design to achieve efficient routing of subscriptions and publications for rendezvous–based matching and notifications. Using XML–based event types, we also achieve more flexible architecture which is able to be extended to various application areas, i.e., photo–sharing, collaborative learning, or large–scale peer–to–peer auction, etc.
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The main contribution of this paper is to introduce an efficient algorithm for forwarding events for rendezvous-based matching. With a global hash function, we utilize the meta-data of event messages for indexing and routing. In this paper, we show and prove that the cost of routing is $O(N \log_2 N)$, where $N$ is the number of event brokers, $\omega$ is the number of meta-data in event messages, and $k$ is a constant which is selected by our design.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review previous researches and existing solutions. In Section 3, we describe the system model in our design space. In Section 4, we present an efficient algorithm for routing events for rendezvous-based matching. In Section 5, we evaluate our approach with regard to the efficiency of routing algorithm. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review previous researches in terms of content-based publish/subscribe model and distributed hash table. Then, we investigate existing solutions related to our approach.

Content-based Publish/Subscribe has been an active research area[2–5]. SIENA[2] provided a fundamental contribution to this area. It is based on a brokers’ network architecture, and the subscription routing is based on the filtering algorithm exploiting containment relationships, HERMES[3] is a distributed event-based middleware. It utilize rendezvous-based routing over an overlay network. Especially, its event model is designed by XML Schema[13], and the subscription model is represented by XPath[14]. These XML-based modeling conforms to our approach in terms of flexibility, SCRIBE[5] is built on a structured overlay network infrastructure, i.e., Pastry[7]. It allows an efficient and scalable message matching and routing in application layer. However, its subscription model is not content-based but topic-based. Because the topic-based subscription model is less expressive, it is not appropriate for our requirements. REBECA[4] is an object-oriented notification service framework which provides a generic routing engine. It is used in many research projects to support configurable systems, mobility of users, and security aspects. Particularly, supporting mobile client is a highly valuable feature of our targeted architecture.

To improve the efficiency and scalability of content-based pub/sub systems, many peer-to-peer approaches are proposed[8–9]. These approaches are mainly based on Distributed Hash Table[6,7], which is a substrate of structured peer-to-peer overlay network. The advantages of DHT-based structured P2P overlay, such as decentralization, scalability, fault-tolerance, and self-organization, are essential in our design space. Among various DHT systems, we enhanced Chord[6] because of its simplicity and popularity.

The matching problem is also an important part in our design space. Although there are numerous algorithms[10–12], we feel that none of the various algorithms solves our requirements in the literature of social messaging. In order to realize our approach, we need string-attribute-friendly matching and routing algorithms. Although two researches, DHTStrings[11] and PastryStrings[12], cope with similar problems, these researches focus on the problem of rich queries. Therefore, we devised a new algorithm for matching and routing content in the context of folksonomies, so-called social-tagging[1]. We argue that this approach is highly effective in our targeted service architecture, where information is controlled by human beings.

3. System Model

In this section, we describe the MicroPost, our proposed architectural model of social messaging service based on publish/subscribe paradigm.

3.1 System Architecture

In our approach, we assume that all the people act as both publishers and subscribers. That is to say, anyone can produce a new message in the system and consume messages created by other people.

Figure 3.1 shows the components of event notification service infrastructure for the MicroPost. It is composed of event clients and event brokers, An
event client is a user interface for people to issue and fetch events to and from the system. An event broker is a system interface for brokering the events to and from either the event client or the other event broker. We assume that all the event brokers are distributed over the wide-area DHT overlay network. When a subscriber submits a subscription, it is forwarded to a rendezvous node by the event broker he/she is connected with. A publication, which is issued by a publisher, is also routed to a rendezvous node for matching with subscriptions, and is notified to the subscribers who are interested in.

Figure 3.2 shows the architectural design of our system. In physical network layer, we divide the network connections into two types. The connection among brokers is regarded as reliable, and the connection between client and broker is deemed as being connected intermittently, taking mobile clients into accounts. In overlay network layer, the topology of event brokers’ network is structured on the basis of Chord, one of the most popular DHT system. The publish/subscribe layer provides interfaces and libraries to application layer allowing the functionality of publishing or subscribing social messages. It is desirable for various applications to appear in the application layer on top of the pub/sub service layer.

### 3.2 Event Model

An event type $\tau$ is a structure of an application-specific event defined by XML Schema[13]. XML Schema Language provides a means for defining the structure, content, and semantics of XML documents.

Figure 3.2 Hierarchical System Architecture

An event $\epsilon$ is an XML document that conforms to the event type $\tau$. A publisher can publish an event by submitting an XML document to the system.

A subscriber can subscribe selected events by specifying his/her interests according to the structure of event type. A subscription $\sigma$ is expressed by XPath[14]. XPath is an XML Path Language for addressing parts of an XML document, providing basic facilities for manipulation of strings, numbers and boolean values. A subscription can be represented by a path expression that returns a boolean value. For example, Figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show an example of subscription and publication messages in XML format.

Event brokers store all the subscriptions collaboratively. Whenever an event broker receives a new event from an event client, it should find the subscribers interested in the event. An event $\epsilon$ matches a subscription $\sigma$, if and only if the boolean path expression of $\sigma$ returns true when it compiled on $\epsilon$. After the system finds the interested group of people, it notifies the event to the subscribers. Figure 3.4 depicts the process of matching an event with subscriptions in rendezvous-based routing.

### 3.3 Social Messaging Model

In our design space, social messaging is about human-to-human communication. Let $B = \{b_1, \ldots, b_n\}$ be a set of event brokers, and let $P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_m\}$ be a set of people who is connected to an event broker with an event client. Any person $p_i$, who is connected to $b_j$, which is denoted by $p_i \Rightarrow b_j$, should have the functionality of publishing and subscribing messages to and from
any other person in the network, i.e.,
∀(p_i⇒b_i), p_i∈ F, b_i∈ B.

\[ (∀(p_i⇒b_i), p_i∈ F, b_i∈ B) \]

(a) publication message

\[ \langle\text{xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"}\rangle \]
\[ \langle\text{publication}\rangle \]
\[ \langle\text{<text>YvonneKamau</text>\rangle}\tag{1}\]
\[ \langle\text{to}@\text{yvonneKamau.com}\rangle\tag{2}\]
\[ \langle\text{to}@\text{Yvonne.Kamau@Baylor}\rangle\tag{3}\]
\[ \langle\text{to}@\text{yvonneKamau@yvonneKamau.com}\rangle\tag{4}\]
\[ \langle\text{publication}\rangle\tag{5}\]

(b) subscription message

Figure 3.3 An example of events in XML format

We categorized the model of communication as the following:

i) One-to-One Messaging: When a \( p_i⇒b_i \) wants to subscribe the messages from \( p_j⇒b_j \), \( p_i \) submits a subscription \( \sigma \) containing the predicate of XPath expression like \("/from[text()= \text{p}_j\text{id}\text{'}]\)." On the other side, \( p_j⇒b_j \) can receive all the messages to herself by specifying a predicate like \("/to[text()= \text{p}_j\text{id}\text{'}]\)."

ii) Group Messaging: A group of people also can communicate in the same manner as one-to-one messaging. With a virtual identifier, \( g_v \), all the members of \( G= \{ p_1,...,p_y \} \) can subscribe the events directed to \( g_v \) with a predicate of \("/to[text()= \text{g}_v\text{id}\text{'}]\)." Then, anyone can send a message to this group by specifying the identifier of \( g_v \) as a recipient in a message.

iii) Interest-based Messaging: In our messaging model, by adding \(<\text{tag}>\) element to an event type, we can share many kind of information, i.e., urgent news, personal opinions, or curious questions, with wide variety of people who have the same tastes as us. A person can subscribe selected messages from all the people by specifying the constraints on the \( \text{tags} \), i.e., user-defined meta-data of the messages. As an example, when a \( p_i⇒b_i \) is interested in all the messages related with "Social Messaging," she would subscribe with a predicate like the following: \("/tag[text()= \text{Social} and text()= \text{Messaging}\text{'}]\). Then, when \( p_j⇒b_j \) publishes a message tagged by 'Social,' 'Messaging,' and 'Service,' \( p_i⇒b_i \) is notified with the message.

4. Matching and Routing

In this section, we present algorithms for routing subscriptions and publications for rendezvous-based matching over a structured broker overlay network.

4.1 Matching in an Event Broker

The problem of matching an event with a group of subscriptions is formally stated as follows:

\[ \text{Given an event } \varepsilon \text{ and a set of subscriptions } S, \text{ find a subset } S' \text{ of } S \text{ which fulfills the condition that all the elements of } S' \text{ cover the given event } \varepsilon, \text{ namely:} \]

\[ S' = \{ \sigma | \sigma \in S, \sigma \text{ covers } \varepsilon \} \]

In naive approach, we can test if \( \varepsilon \) matches \( \sigma \) for each subscription in \( S \). Then, the cost of matching is \( O(|S|) \) intuitively. It is too expensive for large-scale social applications, where the number of subscriptions is the same as that of Internet users. Although there are numerous efficient matching algorithms[10], we take a different approach on the basis of our assumptions: The content itself contains useful information to match with certain subscriptions.

As explained above, we already defined that the matching in our design space is to test if the predicate of boolean XPath expression, specified by the subscribers, returns true. Hence, to minimize the candidate subscriptions, we can classify subscriptions
by hashing them with the values of text nodes appeared in the predicates.
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**Figure 4.1 Routing and Matching Process**

Since the three types of element nodes (from, to, and tag) are tested for filtering messages in our previous example, the system should push subscriptions into the hash table according to the hash values in the predicates of path expression. When a new message arrives at a broker, the broker checks only the subscriptions in the buckets of the hash table according to the hash values of the text nodes in that message.

With a consistent hash function, like SHA−1, we are guaranteed that there are few, if any, collisions. Hence, for each text node in an atomic subscription containing equality predicates, the cost of matching is $O(1)$. Even if there are several subscriptions on the same bucket in the case that several subscriptions have the same value in their predicates, the cardinality of $S$ which is to be tested is small enough, that is to say, $|S| \approx |S'|$.

### 4.2 Rendezvous−based Matching

New events rendezvous with matching subscriptions in the nodes which are responsible for the hash keys of values in its own text nodes of XML document. Event brokers collaborate to store subscriptions and to process new events. When a new subscription arrives at a broker, it forwards the subscription to other brokers which are responsible for this subscription.

Our subscription forwarding strategy depends on the fact that a subscription may have several hash keys from the predicates of its XPath expression. Hence, a composite subscription which has several values in its predicates should be forwarded through many ways. Figure 4.1(a) shows that a composite subscription identified by sID with two identifiers of t2 and t3, denoted by $\langle sID, \{t2, t3\} \rangle$, is forwarded to two nodes respectively.

After a subscription is stored in rendezvous nodes, a broker receives an event from a client and parses it to extract the values of its text nodes from XML document. Then, it also forwards the message to the rendezvous nodes. The rendezvous broker tests all the local subscriptions to find the $S'$ i.e., a set of subscriptions covering received event. Figure 4.1(b) shows that an event identified by eID, with three identifiers of t1, t2, and t3, is forwarded to three nodes respectively. In this case, the two nodes in the node of 5 and 34 find the subscription successfully, and the matching in the node of 27 fails.

Once the matching subscriptions are found, the broker should add the event to the queues of the subscriptions at the brokers of subscribers. The events in the subscription queue are consumed by the event client when the owner of the subscription is connected to the system.

### 4.3 Lookup Protocol

Although the original Chord paper[2] shows that the average path length is about $(1/2)\log_2 N$, it scales linearly along with the number of nodes. Hence, we enhanced the performance of lookup operation for the scalability of the MicroPost.

Like Chord, Micropost also assigns keys to nodes with consistent hashing. The hash function assigns an $m$−bit identifier to each event broker using SHA−1 as a base hash function. Hence, the size of identifier...
space $M$ is $2^m=2^{160}$, where $m=160$.

To accelerate lookups, we redesign the routing table of traditional Chord system. Instead of finger table, we defined rake tables as shown in Table 4.1. In our design space, a node has better notion of closer nodes on the ring of identifier space. Figure 4.2 shows an example of raking from node $s$, with given number of $k=4$ and $d=4$.

![Figure 4.2 An example raking from $s$ with $k=4$, $d=4$](image)

Table 4.1 Definitions of Rake Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rake teeth, $k$</td>
<td>the number of rake teeth to divide the key space into $k$ subspaces and to conquer the lookup of given key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rake depth, $d$</td>
<td>the depth of raking, $1 \leq d \leq \lceil \log_k N \rceil$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rake$_{d, \text{tooth}}$</td>
<td>the first node on the ring of key space that succeeds $s+i \cdot \left\lfloor \frac{N}{k^d} \right\rfloor$, $1 \leq i \leq k-1$, where $s$ is the hash key of raking node and $d$ is the depth of raking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selection of $k$, the number of rake teeth, and $d$, the number of rake tables is the most important choice for enhancing the performance of lookup. In the case of $k=2$, and $d=m$, the identifier space is divided into a half size of subspace to the depth of $m$ raking tables. Although this is exactly equivalent with the traditional Chord’s finger table, it does not looks like being so efficient. Hence, we will investigate the golden section of $k$ and $d$ in the following section.

First of all, let us consider the impact of rake teeth $k$. If we choose an arbitrary value of $k$, a raking table of one–depth divides the entire key space into $k$ subspaces sized by $2^m/k$. Recursively, we can proceed to the maximum depth of raking, until the size of subspace becomes lesser than $k$. From this recognition, we induce the following theorem:

**Theorem 1.** With a given number of rake teeth $k$, the maximum depth of raking $D$ is the floor of $\log_k N$ in $N$–node network i.e., $D = \lfloor \log_k N \rfloor$.

**Proof.** Let $k$ be the number of rake teeth, and $N$ be the number of nodes. The first raking table of one–depth divides the entire identifier space into $M/k$ subspaces, where $M$ is the number of total identifier space. With high probability, it also divides the number of nodes to be covered as the same proportion, i.e., $N/k$. Recursively, the raking table of $d$–depth divides the uncovered nodes into $N/k^d$. As the maximum depth of raking $D$ does not goes bigger than an integer which fulfills the following condition: $N/k^D \leq k$, i.e., $N < k^{D+1}$ $\Rightarrow D < \log_k N - 1$. Hence, $D$ is a ceiling of $\log_k N - 1$, and finally, we get the equation: $D = \lceil \log_k N \rceil$. The probability that the raking with $k$ divides the nodes into $N/k$ uniformly, is discussed and proved in [6]. ■

On this finding, we have the deterministic size of routing table as the following lemma:

**Lemma 1.** With a given number of rake teeth $k$ in $N$–node network, the number of states in rake tables $T$ is $(k-1) \lceil \log_k N \rceil$.

**Proof.** Again, let $k$ be the number of rake teeth. Then, the number of raking tables is resolved by the equation in Theorem 1, and is the same as the number of maximum depth of raking $D$. Since the range of subspace divided by raking node itself is covered by the nested rake tables, we need to maintain the notion of $k-1$ neighbors. Hence, the total number of state in all the rake tables is $T=(k-1)D = (k-1) \lfloor \log_k N \rfloor$. ■

Now that the size of routing table is deterministic, we find that the performance of lookups is also deterministic in our design space, with high probability. We can state the asymptotic cost of lookups as the following:

**Theorem 2.** With a given number of rake teeth $k$, the average path lengths to find a node responsible
for a key is $O(\log_2 N)$ with the notion of $O(k\log_2 N)$ neighbors in $N$-node network.

Proof. Suppose that a node maintains the states of $O(k\log_2 N)$ neighbors in its rake tables. Let $k$ is the number of rake teeth. At each hop of routing, the number of nodes is divided into $N/k$ according to the same reasoning in Theorem 1. As the depth of raking $d$ increases, the number of nodes to be covered diminishes to $N/k^d$. When the number of nodes to be covered is lesser than $k$, it is guaranteed to find the successor of given key by the definition shown in Table 1. Hence, the average path lengths converges into the number of raking tables which is deterministic by Theorem 1, i.e., $O(D) = O(\log_2 N)$. ■

Since the cost of lookup operation is verified to be $O(\log_2 N)$ in $N$-node network, it is trivial to prove that the number of packets required to forward events for rendezvous-based matching is $O(\omega \log_2 N)$, where $\omega$ is the number of meta-data obtained from event messages, i.e., $\omega \times O(\log_2 N) = O(\omega \log_2 N)$.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of lookup operation by simulation.

We first consider the relationship between the average path lengths and the size of routing table. Table 5.1 shows the variation of average path lengths according to the size of raking teeth and raking depth. We can see that the average path length (APL) is shorter than the $(1/2)\log_2 N$ even though the size of routing table is smaller than $m=160$. Hence, we can argue that the cost of routing in our design has better performance with lesser states about neighbor nodes. It halves the average path lengths of Chord only with 3/4 neighbors, where $k=16$ and $D=8$ in the Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Rake tables and average path lengths ($M=2^{32}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$\text{APL}(N=2^{32})$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$\text{APL}(N=2^{32})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.26702</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>3.24751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5.02908</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>2.79897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.39697</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>2.50793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3.58154</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>2.45554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.1 shows the result of our experiment. We changed the number of nodes from $2^{3}$ to $2^{12}$ and estimated the average path lengths. As expected, our design shows significantly better performance over traditional Chord with lesser neighbors.

In the next, we estimated the probability of average path lengths. Figure 5.2 shows the probability density function (PDF) of lookups in a network of $N=2^{32}$. It also shows that the enhancement of lookup performance is not skewed but uniform. Hence, we can argue that the total routing cost in whole network diminishes exponentially.

Finally, to see the variation of routing cost with the number of meta-data, we conducted an experiment with composite subscriptions. In a network of $N=2^{32}$, we varied the number of indexes in events from 1 to 8. Figure 5.3 shows that the average number of
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel event notification service architecture for social applications based on asynchronous content-based publish/subscribe model. With the standards of XML Schema and XPath for defining event and subscription model, we exploit the expressiveness of CBPS as means of human-to-human communication.

In our design space, we adopt DHT as a substrate of decentralized and scalable broker overlay network for forwarding the social messages over the wide-area network with rendezvous-based matching.

In particular, we enhanced the performance of routing algorithm on top of Chord. The algorithm proposed in this paper halves the average path lengths of traditional Chord only with 3/4 entries of routing table. In the result, the cost of routing for forwarding and matching is $O(\omega \log_N N)$ in $N$-node network.

In the future work, we have a plan for solving the skewness of tags which has the property of Zipfian distribution in real world application of MicroPost.
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